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Introduction

We thank you on your choice of Contagiri and for
your confidence in our company. Your choice brings
you technical innovation, accuracy and endurance.
Every Giuliano Mazzuoli watch has been tested to
guarantee water resistance and perfect functioning.
The materials we use guarantee the durability of
our watches, even under particularly severe opera-
ting conditions. The international guarantee of your
Contagiri is recognized by Giuliano Mazzuoli
Service Centers. Defects caused by accidental
damage, alterations, unauthorized repairs and
modifications or consequences resulting from the
normal use and aging of the watch are excluded
from the guarantee. With a unique design, your
Contagiri offers the highest technical achievement.
We trust it will bring you complete satisfaction.
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Calibre GM/Cambiosequenziale/01 functions

Normal position

The watch does not use a crown to wind the watch or to set the
time. The watch has a lever (which activates the GM/Cambio-
sequenziale/01) and through the lunette of the watch you can
carry out the functions usually done through the crown. In nor-
mal position (position 0) the small hand in motion indicates that
the watch is running normally. In this position the accidental
changing of the time is avoided and the case is protected from
water infiltrations.

Winding position

By pushing the lower part of the lever towards the watch, the upper
part of the lever will come out allowing you to push it out a few mil-
limeters (illustration 1). The four-leaf clover (the historical Alfa
Romeo Racing logo) will disappear and in its place the number 1
will appear. In this position the watch is in winding position (position
1): the watch can be wound by turning the lunette clockwise or
counter clockwise like you would through a normal crown. Pushing
the lever back towards the watch, the four-leaf clover reappears
and the “automatic” watch if worn will continue running.

Setting the time

By pushing the lever out a few more degrees from the winding
position, the number 2 will appear in the function indicator (illu-
stration 2) and the watch is in time-setting position (position 2).
By turning the lunette clockwise or counter-clockwise, the time
can be set. By pushing the lever towards the watch in its star-
ting position (position 0), the four-leaf clover reappears and the
watch will start running again.

Dial

Contagiri has one-hand that moves in an arc of 270° and retro-
grades. The numbering on the dial offers immediate legibility.
The indicators between one hour and another indicate the
minutes as follows: the first short line indicates 15 minutes,
the long line at the center indicates the 30 minutes, and the
other short line indicates the 45 minutes. The small hand that
completes an arc of 360° does not indicate the seconds but
confirms that the watch is running.

Caring for your Giuliano Mazzuoli watch

Every quality watch requires a certain amount of care. The fol-
lowing guidelines will enable you to ensure your Contagiri’s
reliability and protect its appearance over time.

Cleaning: Be sure to rinse your watch regularly with fresh
water and soap, especially after it has been in salt water.
Please remember that your watch is water-resistant only when
the function lever is closed (normal position).

Condensation: If the temperature changes suddenly, a slight
condensation may appear under the crystal of your watch.This
mist will disappear by itself and will not affect the functioning
of the watch. If the condensation persists, please see your
authorized Giuliano Mazzuoli dealer.

Pressure seals: Over time, the pressure seals on your watch
may deteriorate. We recommend that you have the water-resi-
stance of your watch checked once a year by your Giuliano
Mazzuoli dealer, who will replace the seals if necessary.

Straps: In caring for the rubber strap it is reccomended to
clean it with soap and water once a month.
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